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The symmetry group of a regular polytope B is a finite Coxeter group W. The 
intersection of the unit sphere with the reflecting hyperplanes of W induces a simpli- 
cial triangulation of the sphere, called the Coxeter complex TW. In case B is 
convex, radial projection maps the barycentric subdivision of 9 homeomorphically 
onto TW. The symmetry group of a regular complex polytope B is a Shephard 
group G. In this paper we construct a simphcial complex r, in the Milnor fiber of 
a G-invariant polynomial of minimal positive degree, which shares many of the 
properties of the Coxeter complex. In case B is non-starry, we construct a linear 
complex B(q) c 9 which is homeomorphic to f,. Thus the relation of B(B) to I-, 
is the same as the relation of the barycentric subdivision of a convex polytope to 
the Coxeter complex. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a real or complex vector space of dimension 1. A hyperplane H 
in V is a vector subspace of dimension (I - 1). An arrangement d = (d, V) 
is a finite set of hyperplanes in V. We refer to [lo] for terminology and for 
basic results. Let L = L(d) be the set of intersections of elements of &’ 
partially ordered by reverse inclusion. Then L is a geometric lattice with 
minimal element Y and rank function r(X) = I- dim X for XE L. Let p be 
the Mobius function of L. For each XE L define a polynomial B,(t) E Z[t] 
by 
B,(t) = (- qdimX yg /4x Y)( - odim y. 
, 
General properties of the Mobius function imply that 
x& (-l)‘(X) B,(t) = t’. (1) 
An element s E GL( V) is a reflection if it has finite order and its fixed point 
set is a hyperplane. A finite subgroup of GL( V) is called a reflection group 
if it is generated by reflections. The set d of reflecting hyperplanes of a 
’ This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
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reflection group is called its reflection arrangement. In [ 131 we constructed 
some geometric complexes which provided a topological interpretation of 
(1) for reflection arrangements and certain values of t. 
Let V= R’ and let ~2 be any arrangement of hyperplanes all containing 
the origin. The elements of d define a decomposition of V into a disjoint 
union of convex cones called facets of d. Two points X, JJ E I’ lie in the 
same facet if for every hyperplane HE JZZ either x, j’ E H, or X, y lie strictly 
on the same side of H. Each facet is a relatively open convex cone, and it 
is included in a unique minimal subspace of I/ called its affine support. The 
set of these supports is precisely the set L(d); see [2, Chap. V]. Facets of 
dimension 1 are called chambers. Let WE GL( V) be a reflection group and 
let 1;4 = ral( W) be its reflection arrangement. We may assume that the 
origin is the only subspace fixed by all M’ E W and thus (7 He .d H = (0). It 
follows from [2, Chap. V, 3.91 that each facet is a simplicial cone. The 
facets intersect the unit sphere S’- ’ in relatively open spherical simplexes. 
The origin is a facet whose intersection with S’- ’ is the empty simplex of 
dimension - 1. The union of these simplexes is a simplicial complex 
I-= Tw, which is a simplicial triangulation of S’- i. It is called the Coxeter 
complex of W. For XE L(d) let TX = f n X. Then TX is a subcomplex of 
f. In [13] we showed that the number of top-dimensional simplexes in r,Y 
is B,( 1). Setting t = 1 in formula (1) gives 
1 (-l)““‘B,(l)=l. (2) 
XEL 
The topological interpretation of (2) is that both sides of the equation 
express the number ( - 1 )‘- i (x(S’- ‘) - 1 ), where x denotes Euler charac- 
teristic. The left hand side is the alternating sum of the number of 
p-simplexes in r for p = I - 1, I - 2, . . . . 0, - 1, and the right hand side is the 
rank of the reduced homology group A,- ,(S’- ’ ). In case W is the 
symmetry group of a convex regular polytope 9, the complex Tw is the 
radial projection of the barycentric subdivision of P onto the sphere. 
In Section 2 we describe certain constructions and results for complex 
reflection groups. Regular complex polytopes were introduced by Shephard 
[18] and further studied by Coxeter [3]. Shephard groups are the 
symmetry groups of regular complex polytopes. They are distinguished 
among complex reflection groups by several properties. Some of these were 
discovered in [16, 173. In Section 3 we state the relevant facts from these 
papers. In [13] we constructed a cell complex similar to the Coxeter com- 
plex for certain monomial groups, and conjectured that such complexes 
exist for all Shephard groups. In Section 4 we prove this conjecture using 
results established in [17], which associate to each Shephard group G a 
Coxeter group W with closely related invariant theory. We construct a 
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complex r, which is an equivariant strong deformation retract of the 
Milnor fiber, Fo, of a G-invariant polynomial, f,, of minimal positive 
degree, m i + 1. We call r = r, a Milnor ji’ber complex. For X E L,( &‘( G)) let 
r, = Tn X. We prove that r, is a subcomplex of r, and the number of 
top dimensional simplexes in TX is B,(m,). Setting t = m, in formula (1) 
gives 
X:L (-l)““‘B,(m,)=m~. (3) 
The topological interpretation of (3) is that both sides of the equation 
express the number ( - 1 )‘- ’ (x(Fo) - 1). The left hand side is the alter- 
nating sum of the number of p-simplexes in r for p = I - 1, I- 2, . . . . 0, - 1. 
We proved in [16, 5.81 that fi has an isolated critical point at the origin. 
It follows from Milnor’s work [8] that Fo has the homotopy type of a 
wedge of (1 - 1 )-spheres. Thus the reduced homology of F, is trivial except 
for PI- l(Fo). The right hand side of (3) is the rank of this group, known 
as the Milnor number of Fo. 
Coxeter [3] associated to each regular complex polytope 9 a real sim- 
plicial complex C(9). In Section 5 we associate to P a different simplicial 
complex, K(9), which we call the flag complex of 9. We show that if 9 
is a non-starry regular complex polytope with symmetry group G, then Tc 
is a geometric realization of K(P). In the proof we construct a linear 
geometric realization of K(B), B(B), which is embedded in 9. Then we 
show that B(9) is homeomorphic to Tc. We derive two consequences. The 
first is a formula, observed by McMullen, for the number of reflecting 
hyperplanes in G. The second is the Cohen-Macaulay property of K(B). 
We illustrate our constructions in Section 6. 
2. REFLECTION GROUPS 
Extension of the base field allows us to view every real reflection group 
as a complex reflection group. Let V be a complex vector space of dimen- 
sion I and let G c GL( V) be a finite reflection group. Let V* be the dual 
of V with basis xi, . . . . x,. Let S be the C-algebra of polynomial functions 
on V with its usual G-module structure (gf)(v) =f(g-‘u). We make the 
identification S = C[x,, . . . . x,]. Let R be the subalgebra of G-invariant 
polynomials. By Chevalley’s theorem there exists a set 9 = {fi, . . . . f,} of 
homogeneous polynomials such that R = C[fr , . . . . fI]. We call W a set of 
basic invariants for G. The degrees di = deg fi are uniquely determined by 
G. We agree to number them so that di < . . . < d[. The integers mi = di - 1 
are called the exponents of G. In [12] we introduced another set of 
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integers, ni, called the coexponents of G. We agree to number them so that 
n, < . . . <n,. If G is a Coxeter group then ni = mi. 
Let & = d(G) be the reflection arrangement of G. If nHE ,d H = { 0} 
then n, = 1. Let n = Id1 be the number of reflecting hyperplanes. Then n = 
x:f=, ni. Let N=N(A)= UHE,dH be the union of reflecting hyperplanes, 
and let M= M(d) = V\N be its complement, the set of regular vectors 
for G. Let V/G be the orbit space and let y: V+ V/G. The map 
z:V/G + E, = C’ defined by 
QGu) = (f,(u), . . . . f,(u)) 
is a bijection. Let z = zy: V + E, be the orbit map. In [ 111 we proved: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G c GL( V) be a reflection group and let 
d=&(G) be its rejlection arrangement. Let L= L(&). For XE L define 
M(X) = X\Xn N. These relatively open submanifolds provide a stratifi:cation 
of V. Their images aM(X) provide a stratzjkation of E,, called the orbit 
stratification. 
Thus M=M(V) and N=lJx,IJ M(X) is the union of all strata of 
dimension d (I - 1) in V. The restriction rc, : M + nM is a lGl-fold 
covering. The branch locus, rc(N), is a hypersurface. Its defining polynomial 
is obtained as follows. If HE ,01 let eH denote the order of the (cyclic) 
subgroup fixing H and let cxH E V* be a linear form with kernel H. 
Since nHc d cc? E R is an invariant form, we may define a polynomial 
4 T, > . . . . T,; B) in the indeterminants T,, . . . . T, by 
A(f, , . . . . f/;A?)= n Cd'H". 
Htd 
We call the polynomial A( T,, . . . . T,; $9) the discriminant of G relative to 2. 
The hypersurface 
x(N) = { (5,) . . . . i”,)~EGlA(rl,...,5r;~)=O} 
is the discriminant locus. It is the union of all strata of dimension < (f - 1) 
in the orbit stratification. The main result of [ 111 is to show that the orbit 
stratification is completely determined by a refinement of the discriminant, 
which we called the discriminant matrix. 
Let Der, be the S-module of derivations of S and let Q, = 
Hom(Der,, S) be the S-module of differential l-forms. These are free 
S-modules of rank I with bases {D, = d/ax,) and (dxk). These modules 
are graded as follows. Give S = 0, a ,, S, its usual grading so that S, = V*. 
Grade Der, by 6’ E (Der,), if O(S,) c S,,, for all r, and grade Q, 
by 0 E (Q,), if w((Der,),) E S,,, for all p. Thus deg D, = -1 and 
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deg dx, = 1. Both Der, and OR, are G-modules. The G action is given by 
(g@(f)= g(e(g-‘f)) and (go)(e)= g(o(g-lo)), where OEDer, and 
CoEQs. 
Recall from [ 161 that the R-module s2: of G-invariant l-forms is free of 
rank 1. If %? = {f, , 1s a set of basic invariants, then { dfI, . . . . dfI} is a 
homogeneous basis” k! .QG s. When these basis elements are suitably 
ordered, deg dfk = mk + 1. The R-module Derz of G-invariant derivations is 
also free of rank 1. A homogeneous basis 9 = { 8,) . . . . e,> is called a set of 
basic derivations for G. When these basis elements are suitably ordered, 
deg ok = nk - 1. The natural S-bilinear pairing Qs x Der, + S restricts 
to an R-bilinear pairing ‘y: Szg x Derz + R for which !P(df, 0)=0(f). 
Let T,, . . . . T, be indeterminates. Since R = C[fi, . . . . fJ and the elements 
of &J? are algebraically independent, there exist unique polynomials 
$i,j(TlT ...y T,) such that $i,j(fi, . . . . f,)= !P(dfi, ej). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 58 = {fi, . . . . f,} be a set of basic invariants and let 
9 = (e,, . . . . e,} be a set of basic derivations. Define the discriminant matrix 
WT,, . . . . T,;-% 9) by 
WT,, . . . . Tl; a> g)i,j = $i,j( Tly ***y TI)* 
The topology and the algebra are connected by the following result 
[ll, 3.81: 
THEOREM 2.3. For 0 < p < I- 1 let YP(98, 9) be the ideal in C[ T,, ..,, T1] 
generated by the (p + 1) x (p+ 1) minors of D(T,, . . . . T,; SY’, 9). The variety 
of YP(g’, 5.9) is the union of all strata of dimension < p in the orbit 
stratification of E,. 
We close this section with a result concerning the restriction of a 
homogeneous polynomial S to a subspace X. If a homogeneous polynomial 
f has an isolated critical point at the origin, then f has no other critical 
points. If the restriction fix is not zero then it is homogeneous of the same 
degree as S, but it may have more critical points. For example, f = 
x:x* + x$x3 + xi has an isolated critical point at the origin, but the restric- 
tion off to X= ker(x,) has critical points on the line ker(x,) n X. We show 
that this cannot happen if f is an invariant polynomial of a complex reflec- 
tion group G, and XEL(~(G)). This was proved by Wall [20, p. 1721 in 
the analytic setting. We give an elementary algebraic argument. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let f: V + C be a homogeneous polynomial with an 
isolated critical point at the origin. Let g E GL( V) be a semisimple element 
such that gf=J Let X= {v~ VI gv=v}. Let fix: X+C be the restriction. 
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Then either fix = 0 or fix is a homogeneous polynomial with an isolated 
critical point at the origin. 
Proof: We may assume that g # 1 and choose coordinates so that g acts 
diagonally. Suppose 
where Ai # 1. Since C[x ,, . . . . x,] = C[x,, . . . . x,][x,+ ,, . . . . x,], we may write 
f =CaPrrxU. Here a= (a,,,, . . . . a,) is an (1- r)-tuple of nonnegative 
integers, p = .q:; . . . q is a monomial, and pu E C[x,, . . . . x,]. Let 
J= (x r+l, . . . . x,) be the ideal of C[x , , . . . . x1]. Let Ial = C aj. We have 
6) f-PO mod J 
(ii) af/a.xi = apo/axi mod J for l<i<r 
(iii) aflax, ~0 mod J for r+ 1 <i<1. 
If [al # 0 then xU E J. This implies (i). For 1 d id r we have af/dxi = 
C (ap,/dxi)xo= apO/axi because XOE J. This shows (ii). To prove (iii) note 
first that if Ial =0 then ax”/axj =O. If Ial = 1 then p,=O. Here we use the 
invariance off: 
Ipax”= f=gf=Cp,q$ ~..A~X? 






For 16idr let yi=xi,,. It follows from (i) that fix = po(y,, . . . . y,). 
Suppose fix f 0 and (tl, . . . . 5,) is a critical point of fix other than the 
origin. Then apO/ayi( cl, . . . . 5,) = 0, and ap,/i?x,(~,, . . . . 5,) = 0 for 1 d i 6 r. 
It follows from (ii) and (iii) above that for 1 d id 1 
g (51, . . . . 50 0, “., 0) = 0 
and hence (ri, . . . . t,, 0, . . . . 0) E V is a critical point of f other than the 
origin. This is a contradiction. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let G be a complex reflection group and let & = d(G) be 
its reflection arrangement. I f  f E R is a homogeneous G-invariant polynomial 
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of degree d with an isolated critical point at the origin, then for XE L(d) 
either fix E 0 or fix is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d with an isolated 
critical point at the origin. 
Proof It follows from [12, Lemma 4.4) that every XE L(d) is the 
fixed point set of some grz G. The result is a consequence of (2.4). 
3. SHEPHARD GROUPS 
Shephard [ 181 introduced the notion of a regular complex polytope. 
A Shephard group is the symmetry group of a regular complex polytope. 
In [16, 171 we studied Shephard groups. In this section we state the 
definitions and results relevant to the present paper. 
Given f E S we define the map Hess( f ): Der, + Q, by Hess(f)(O) = 
CW,f)& Let G be a Shephard group and let fi be a G-invariant 
polynomial of minimal degree. In [16, 1.31 we proved that the map 
Hess(fi): Der: + 52: 
is an isomorphism. It follows that given a set of basic invariants 
.!a = {fi 3 ***> f,} for a Shephard group G, there is a unique set of basic 
derivations 9 = { 8,) . . . . O,} for G determined by 
Hess(fl)ek=ml dfk for lgk<l. (4) 
The coefficient m, appears in the formula only to ensure that 8, is the 
Euler derivation C xkDk. In all constructions which involve basic deriva- 
tions for Shephard groups we shall assume that they are constructed 
satisfying (4). There is an immediate numerical consequence of (4); see [ 16, 
5.101. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G be a Shephard group with exponents 
m, < . . <m, and coexponents n, < . . . <n,. Then mk - nk = d, - 2 for 
all k. 
Invariants of Shephard groups with minimal positive degree have addi- 
tional properties not shared by all reflection groups; see [17, 5.4, 5.81. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let G be a Shephard group and let f = f p be a 
G-invariant polynomial of minimal positive degree. Then 
(i) f is unique up to a constant multiple, 
(ii) f has an isolated critical point at the origin. 
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Coxeter [3, pps. 94-95, 147-1491 showed that for each Shephard group 
G there exist distinguished (but not unique) generating reflections s,, . . . . sI 
together with integers p, , . . . . p, and q,, . . . . q/- 1 such that G has a presenta- 
tion with defining relations 
s”= 1 
J 
S/Sk = SkSj if Ij-kl32 
sj+ls,sj+,.” =sjsj+ls;“’ if 1 <j<l- 1, 
where there are q, terms on each side of the last equation. Coxeter 
associated the symbol pl[q,] pz. “p,- 1 [q,- ,] p, to the group G. It follows 
from the classification of Shephard groups that the symbol is uniquely 
determined by G up to replacement of p1[q1]p2 ...pl-l[q,P1 Jp, by 
P,c4,-~1Pc~~~~~Pzc9,IP~~ 
DEFINITION 3.3. Suppose G c GL( V) is a Shephard group with symbol 
pI[qI]pz...prP,[q,P1]p,. Let WcGL(V) be the Coxeter group with 
symbol 2[q,]2...2[q,- ,]2. We call W the Coxeter group associated to G. 
Note that W is also a Shephard group. Both G and W are isomorphic 
to quotients of the same Artin group, but in general they are neither 
subgroups nor quotients of each other. When both groups G, W are in 
consideration we use notation such as f,", fr, A,, A,, dz, dy, etc. 
Inspection of the known values of d 7. d ,” as listed in [ 17, Table I] reveals 
the following little understood fact. Given an associated pair G, W there is 
a rational number K = K(G, W) such that 
In fact 2~ is always an integer. Since both G and W are Shephard groups, 
their basic derivations are constructed from basic invariants using (4). Thus 
their discriminant matrices depend only on choice of basic invariants. The 
main result of [17] proves that G and W have the same discriminant 
matrices and hence the same orbit stratification. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be a Shephard group and let W be the associated 
Coxeter group. Given a set of basic invariants .!BG there exists a set of basic 
invariants Bw, and given a set of basic invariants Bw there exists a set of 
basic invariants &?o such that 
D.(T,, . . . . T,;~&)=D&KT,, . . . . ~T,;c?i?~). 
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4. MILNOR FIBER COMPLEXES 
In this section we assume that G c GL( V) is a fixed Shephard group and 
WC GL( V) is the associated Coxeter group. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Gc GL( V) be a Shephard group and let f 7 be a 
G-invariant polynomial of minimal positive degree dp = my + 1. Let Fo = 
(f:)-‘(l) be a Milnor fiber for fy. There exists a simplicial complex 
T= ro c Fo which is an equivariant strong deformation retract of Fo with 
the following properties: 
(i) For every XE L the set rx = Tn X is a subcomplex of r, which 
is a strong deformation retract of Fo n X. 
(ii) Let Tp and r$ denote the p-skeleton of each complex. Then 
rP,=rPnxfor allp. Moreover, rp-rp-l=~UdimX=p+l (q-ry1) is 
a disjoint union. 
(iii) Let y,JX) denote the number of k-simplexes in TX. If dim X= 
p + 1 then y,(X) = B,(mF). 
Proof Consider first the associated Coxeter group W. We may choose 
f I”= C xi. Let K = rc(G, W). The Milnor fiber F, = (f ,“)-’ (K) is the total 
space of the tangent bundle of a sphere S’- ‘. There is a W-equivariant 
strong deformation retraction of the Milnor fiber F, onto the Coxeter 
complex Tw . Write vk = ak + ib,, where ak, bk E R, and note that v E F, if 
and only if la1’-lb1’=Ic and Ca,bk=O. Define a homotopy @,: 
r,xCO,ll+F,by 
(a + itb)tc”* 
@da+ ib, t, = (1 + (1 _ t2) lb12)1/2’ 
It is clear that Qw defines a strong deformation retraction of F, onto the 
Coxeter complex Tw c F,. Since W acts in the a and b coordinates, the 
retraction is W-equivariant. 
The retraction also respects the stratification of V. This means that if 
v E M(X) then @J&V x (0, 1 ] ) c M(X). To see this recall the linear forms 
a,, E V* with H = ker(a,). Then v E M(X) if and only if an(v) = 0 for all H 
with Xc H, and aJv) #O otherwise. Note that aH(a + ib) = aJa) + ian 
and the linear forms are real. Thus if v E H then @J&V x [0, 11) c H. 
However, if v 4 H it may happen that a&a) = 0 but aH(b) # 0. In this case 
@&vx(O, l])nH=@ but @,(vxO)EH. Conditions (i) and (ii) of the 
theorem are known properties of the Coxeter complex, Tw. We proved (iii) 
for the Coxeter complex in [13, 1.93. 
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Let a,+, be a set of basic invariants for W such that f 7 E A?* and use 9w 
to define rw: V/W 4 E,. Let P,/=n,.(F,) and let Ar+.=n,(T,). 
It follows that Qw induces a strong deformation retraction dw: 
Pw x [0, l] + P, of Pw onto A ,+.. Note that P,, c Ew is the affine hyper- 
plane defined by T, = K. The action of W on I-,+. is transitive on the top 
dimensional simplexes. Thus A w is a simplex homeomorphic to the inter- 
section of a chamber with S’- I. Its faces lie in the discriminant locus and 
the deformation retraction dw respects the orbit stratification of E, in the 
same way Qw respects the stratification of V. Since (f ,“‘),,V + 0 for all 
XE L(J4.v) - (O), F, n X# a. It follows that P,, has nonempty intersec- 
tion with every orbit stratum except the origin. Let 9?!G be a set of basic 
invariants for G chosen so that 
D.(T,, . . . . T,; %) = D&k-T,, . . . . tin,; a,.). 
Define a bijection of stratified spaces p: E,+. + E, by p(e) = K -‘e. Let P, = 
p(P,+,). Then P, c E, is the afline subspace defined by T, = 1. Define dG: 
P, x [0, l] + P, by #G = pb Ib.p -‘. Then dG is a strong deformation retrac- 
tion of P, onto the simplex A, = p(A w), and it follows from (2.3) that the 
homotopy respects the orbit stratification of E,. Moreover, P, has non- 
empty intersection with every orbit stratum except the origin. Note that 
n;'(PG) is the Milnor fiber FG=(fy)-' (1) Thus F,nX#@ for 
XE L(dG) - (0). 
The last step is to lift dc to F,. Here we use the theory of spreads intro- 
duced by Fox [S]. The restriction rt G: F, n X+ P, n n(X) is a branched 
covering and hence a spread. It follows from [ 11, 2.11 that the restriction 
rrG: FG n M(X) -+ P,n rc(M(X)) is a covering. We proceed by induction 
on dim X. The contribution of the origin to fc is the empty cell. If 
dim X= 1 then P, n n(X) is a vertex of A, which is fixed by bc. Define Qc 
to be the identity map on the lifts of this vertex. Do the same for every line. 
Now assume that DG is defined for all YE L(J&) with dim Yd (p - 1). Let 
XE L(,&) with dim X=p. We want to show that the homotopy #GIG: 
(FG n X) x [0, l] + P, n rc(X) may be lifted to an “open” homotopy 
Gc: (FG n X) x (0, l] + FG n X. It is already lifted on the complement of 
M(X) by the induction assumption. Since qSGxG(FC n M(X)) x (0, l] c 
xG(FG n M(X)), and on FG n M(X) the map rc6 is a covering, the map can 
be lifted. Continuity follows from the uniqueness theorem for completion of 
spreads, [S, p. 2481. Fox also showed there that this “open” homotopy 
may be extended to a homotopy Q,: (FG n X) x [0, I] + FG n X. This 
completes the induction step for the construction of r,. Properties (i) and 
(ii) follow from the same properties of I-,+,, and from the construction. 
In the proof of (iii) we need the following definition. For XE L define an 
arrangement dx in X by dx= (Hn X/ HE&', X ti Hj. Then L(d*) is 
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again a geometric lattice with minimal element X and rank function 
rX( Y) = r(Y) - r(X) for Y 2 X. When formula (1) is applied to dX we get 
=Ix, (-1) 
r(y)b’w)By(t) = t’-‘(X). 
Note that if d is a reflection arrangement, then ~2~ is not necessarily 
isomorphic to a reflection arrangement. 
We prove property (iii) by induction on dim X. Write d, = dp and 
m, = my. It follows from (3.2) that j-p has an isolated critical point at the 
origin. If dim X= 0 then B,(t) = 1 is the number of simplexes of dimension 
-1 in r. If dim X= 1 then B,(t)= t+ 1 so B,(m,)=d,. It follows from 
(2.5) that Fo n X= rx consists of yO(X) = d, points. This proves (iii) for 
p = 0. Let p > 1 and assume that the assertion holds for all YE L with 
dim Y < p. Consider XE L with dim X=p + 1. Setting t = m, in (5) gives 
B,(m,) + C (- l)r(y)P’(x) B,(m,) = mi-rcx). 
Y>X 
It follows from (2.5) that FG n X has an isolated critical point at the origin. 
Thus its Milnor number is m ‘; + ’ Since f, is a deformation retract of . 
F,nXwe get 
P--l 
yp(X)+ C (-l)p-kyk(X)=mT+‘. 
k=-1 
Note that p+l=Z-r(X), and for Y>X with dim Y=k+ 
p-k = r(Y) - r(X). Thus by (ii) and the induction hypothesis 
1 we have 
,=c_, (- l)p-kyk(X) = 1 
(- l)r(y)-r(x) By(ml). 
Y>.y 
It follows that y,(X) = B,(m,). This completes the proof. 
The polynomials B,(t) were computed for all irreducible reflection 
arrangements d and all XE L(d) in [14,15]. Thus yk(X) may be 
calculated in all cases. The following factorization [ 13, Theorem 61 has a 
case-free explanation only for X= V. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G c GL( V) be an irreducible complex reflection 
group, and let ~2 = A?(G) be its reflection arrangement. Given XE L(d) with 
dim X= p there exist positive integers bf, . . . . bf such that 
B,(t)=(t+bf’)...(t+b;). 
For X= V we have b[=n,. 
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5. REGULAR COMPLEX POLYTOPES 
If a Shephard group G has a real form then it is a Coxeter group and 
it is the symmetry group of some regular (real) polytopes. Some of these 
may be starry but there is at least one which is convex. If G is a Shephard 
group without a real form, then it is the symmetry group of some regular 
complex polytopes. Some of these may be starry but there is at least one 
which is not. In this section we associate with each regular complex 
polytope 9’ an abstract simplicial complex, K(Y). When 9 is a conligura- 
tion, a geometric realization of K(Y) is called the Levi graph of 9”; see [4, 
p. 1071. 
A complex polytope 9 consists of a finite nonempty set of subspaces of 
V of various dimensions, with a relation of incidence, defined by proper 
inclusion. We write iIp E ?? for a subspace of dimension p. The incidence 
relation must satisfy certain conditions [3, p. 1151. We introduce a partial 
order in 9 by inclusion: if ‘7p, 17, E 9 then fl, < 17q if and only if fl, c 17,. 
Call this partially ordered set L(9), the face poset of 9. The set of sub- 
spaces in a chain of L(9) is called a flag. The polytope B is called regular 
if its symmetry group is transitive on its maximal flags. 
Let P be any partially ordered set. Let K(P) be the simplicial complex 
associated to P as follows: the vertices of K(P) are the elements of P, and 
a set of vertices is a simplex if it may be linearly ordered. The complex 
K(P) is called the order complex of P; see [ 10, p. 341. It is convenient to 
include the empty simplex of dimension - 1, so the homology of K(P) is 
reduced. In case L(9) is the face poset of a complex polytope 9, we write 
K(Y) = K(L(B)). The simplexes of K(9) are the flags of B so we call K(Y) 
the flag complex of Y. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 9 be a non-starry regular complex polytope with sym- 
metry group G. Then the Milnar fiber complex Tc; is a geometric realization 
of the flag complex K(B). 
Proof. We may assume that the points of 9’ lie on the Milnor fiber F,. 
Since they also lie on l-dimensional subspaces of L(d), they are also ver- 
tices of rG. First we construct a subspace of 9 which we call B(B). If p is 
a O-simplex of K(Y) which represents a point Z7, E 9, let P = IT, be the 
corresponding O-simplex of B(9) and note that by assumption P E r,. If q 
is a O-simplex of K(B) which represents an m-edge Z7, E 9, then 17, con- 
tains the 0-simplexes P,, . . . . P, E B(9), and they form a regular m-gon. Let 
Q = (l/m) C Pi be the centroid of the m-edge and let Q be the O-simplex of 
B(B) corresponding to q. In general Q 4 Tc. We proceed by induction on 
the dimension of the element of 9. If r is a O-simplex of K(Y) representing 
17~8 we assign to r the centroid R of l7 in B(9). This determines the 
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O-skeleton of B(P). For each simplex of K(P) we add the real afhne hull 
of the corresponding vertices in B(9). The resulting space, B(B) is a union 
of simplexes of dimension 6 (I- 1). Since B is a union of afline spaces, 
B(B) is clearly a subset of 9. 
The set B(B) is a simplicial complex if its simplexes meet in common 
faces. It is easy to see that even for a starry real regular polygon B the 
space B(S) fails to be a simplicial complex. This is where we need the con- 
dition that B is non-starry. Recall that a Shephard group G with symbol 
PIC411P2 . . .p,- i [qr- i] pI is the symmetry group of two non-starry regular 
complex polytwes p1 { q1 > p2 -~pI-l{qr-lhI and pI~qr-l~pI-l-~ 
p2(ql} pl. When these two polytopes are different, they are very closely 
related. Their face posets are dual, and their Rag complexes are isomorphic. 
Thus it suffices to prove the theorem for one of them. We use the classifica- 
tion of Shephard groups [16]. 
The family G(r, 1; 1). The argument here is direct. We choose the usual 
coordinate system where G is represented by monomial matrices with 
entries <j, where 5 =exp(2~i/r). Then fi = xi= i XL. We showed in [13, 
p. 1991 that r, = UgsG gcrO. Here trO c FG is a simplex whose vertices are 
Vk = (c,, . ..) Ck, 0, . ..) 0) for 1 <k < I, with k non-zero coordinates equal to 
the positive real number satisfying kc; = 1. 
The Shephard group G(r, 1; I) is the symmetry group of the regular 
complex polytope & called the cross polytope; see [3, p. 1181. Its faces are 
of the form 
5”‘x1 + . . . + pkXk = 1, xk+l = . ..x.=o 
with all permutations of the subscripts, and 0 < uj d r - 1. We choose the 
flag of subspaces 
Xl + “- +x,= 1, xk+, = “‘x, =o 
for 1 <k < I, whose barycenters bk = (l/k, . . . . l/k, 0, . . . . 0) have k nonzro 
entries. Let ~,EB(B) be the affine simplex with vertices bk. Then clearly 
WY = u gsG gr, so B(B) is a simplificial complex. The map bk + vk is the 
radial projection of B(P) homeomorphically onto r,. 
A natural choice for b0 and r0 in the remaining groups would provide a 
case-free argument. In principle we could argue in each of the remaining 
groups directly, but this involves choices and a considerable amount of 
computing. We have carried this out in a few groups; see Section 6 for an 
example. Instead, we argue in the orbit space E,. Since G is transitive on 
maximal simplexes of B(B), its orbit space B(Y) = rtB(P) is a simplex even 
if B(B) is not a simplicial complex. By construction the faces of /3(P) lie 
in the discriminant. Note also that the image of the common vertices of 
B(P) and r, is at least one common vertex of #I(P) and A,. If the interior 
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of j?(P) does not meet the discriminant, then the lifts of /?(??) meet only in 
the lifts of their faces, so B(P) is a simplicial complex. Moreover, there is 
no obstruction to mapping the simplex b(Y) homeomorphically onto the 
simplex A,, keeping the faces in their strata. This stratified homeomorphism 
can be lifted to provide a homeomorphism between B(Y) and f G. 
For the rest of this proof call 9 admissible if the interior of p(P) does 
not meet the discriminant. It remains to show that for each regular com- 
plex polytope which has a starry derivative, the non-starry polytope is 
admissible. The only non-starry polytopes without real form are regular 
complex polygons. Suppose 9 is a polygon. Let n, be a vertex of B and 
let ZZ, be an edge containing 17,. Let P = 17, be the vertex of B(P), let 
Q E B(P) be the centroid of Z7,, and let w be the real line segment con- 
necting P and Q. Let p: C’\(O) -+ C P’ be the Hopf bundle. Clearly P and 
Q lie on reflecting lines. Since they also lie on U,, the reflecting lines are 
different. Thus p(P) and p(Q) are vertices, and p(o) is an edge of the 
Schwarz triangle which corresponds to 9; see [3, p. 1041. Inspection of the 
possible cases listed in [3, pp. 158-1591 shows that an edge of the Schwarz 
triangle whose end points are images of reflecting lines contains an interior 
point which is the image of a reflecting line if and only if 9 is starry. This 
completes the argument. 
Let yk(r) be the number of k-simplexes of Tc and let vk(.P) be the 
number of k-simplexes of K(Y). Let Lp = { XE L 1 dim X=p>. It follows 
from (4.1) that 
We compute ~~(9) using the incidence matrix of d [3, p. 1171, 
where N,,, is the number of m-dimensional subspaces n,,, in 9, and N,,,, 
(m #n) is the number of Z7,‘s incident with each Z7,. It follows from the 
definition of K(Y) that 
c 
0 < po -c p, < < Pk < 1 
NpoNPo.P1 . ..NPI--I.Plr. 
We conclude from (5.1) that yk(r) = ~~(9) for - 1 < k d I - 1. This may be 
used to prove an observation made by McMullen [3, 13.721. Let G be a 
Shephard group with a distinguished set of generating reflections s,, . . . . s,. 
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Let h be the order of the element s, . ..s.. Recall that n is the number of 
reflecting hyperplanes of G. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let B be a non-starry regular complex polytope with 
symmetry group G. Zf G has symbolp,[q,]p,...p,_,[q,-,]p, then 
n=h i ‘. 
k-1 Pk 
ProojI In every reflection group IGI = d, .. + d,. It follows from [14] 
that BH(t)= (t +n,)...(t+n,-,) for all HE&. The duality (3.1) gives 
BH(ml) = 4 ...d[-, = [Gild,. Thus 
Given a maximal simplex of K(P) corresponding to the flag 
no< ... <z7&,, it follows from [3] that there are p, maximal simplexes 
whose vertices are the same except for l7- i . Thus 
v,-,(p) = PI ki, ;. 
McMullen’s formula follows from the fact [ 17, 2.141 that h = d,, and from 
the equality yrP2(r) = v,-,(B). 
Let K be a simplicial complex. The link of the simplex o E K is 
lk(cr)= {rlrna=Qr and zua~K}. 
Call K a Cohen-Macaulay (CM) complex if lk(o) is homology 
(dimlk(o)-1) connected for all a~Ku@; see [l]. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Zf .Y is a regular complex polytope, then its flag 
complex K(B) is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof It follows from (5.1) that IK(S)l =ro. Since Tc has the 
homotopy type of a wedge of (I- 1 )-spheres, the conclusion follows from 
a theorem of Munkres [9] which states that a finite simplicial complex K 
is CM if and only if its space [Kl satisfies tfi(lKl)=Hi(lKl, [Kl -p)=O 
for all p E IKI and for all i < dim K. It would be interesting to prove that 
K(9) is CM without using the complex r,. 
Garst [6] constructed a coset complex A, for the Shephard group 
G = G(r, 1; I), and showed that it is CM. We remarked in [ 131 that rG 
is a geometric realization of A,. Thus for the monomial groups all three 
607/83/2-Z 
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complexes A,, Tc, and K(B) are isomorphic. Construction of a coset 
complex A, for all Shephard groups G, and proof that A, is isomorphic to 
Tc and K(P) may provide case-free arguments for our results. 
6. EXAMPLE 
In this section we illustrate our constructions. Let G be the Shephard 
group with symbol 3[3] 3. It has order 24. The associated Coxeter group 
W has symbol 2[3]2. It is isomorphic to the symmetric group on three 
letters. The invariant degrees are d? = 4, d,” = 6, d ,“= 2, df’= 3. Thus 
rc(G, W) = 2. 
There is an orthogonal reflection representation of W with generators 
With this choice the reflection arrangement &‘( W) is defined by 
Q(W) = x1($ x1 - 3x,)(~.x, + 3x,). 
We choose f,” = xf +x:. Direct calculation shows that an invariant of 
degree 3 is of the form a(.~:- 3x:x,). It follows from [17, 3.11 that for 
some value of a we get 
This gives a2 = g/9 and we choose f y= (2 $/3)(x: - 3$x,). The Milnor 
fiber P, = (f p)-’ (rc) is the Riemann sphere with two points removed. Its 
real part is the circle S’ = ((a,, a2) E R2 1 a: + u: = 2). The reflecting lines 
intersect S’ in six points. For k = 1, 2, 3 let Qk be 
(0, 11, (-&l2, -Jm, 
For k= 1, 2, 3 let R, be 
(- LO), tJ6/2, 45m t -$I27 Jm. 
Then each line of &‘( W) intersects S1 in a pair of points Qk, Rk, k = 1, 2, 3. 
The Coxeter complex Tw consists of the empty simplex, these six points, 
and the six arcs connecting them in S’. The Riemann sphere F, has a 
triangulation with spherical triangles (n/2, 7~12, n/3) whose vertices are Qk, 
R,, and the two “missing” points. In this triangulation the action of W is 
simplicial, generated by rotations by n about Qk and R,. As fundamental 
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domain we may take two spherical triangles with a common Q, R-side. In 
one triangle we include the remaining two sides, in the other we do not. In 
the orbit space E, these triangles become the two half-planes in the alYme 
line P w. We represent F, as the union of two punctured disks along their 
common boundary, Tw. The deformation retraction Dw maps F, onto Tw 
by radial projection in each punctured disk; see Fig. 1. The deformation 
retraction 4 w  maps P, onto the l-simplex A,={tQ+(l-t)Rlt~ 
[0, l]}. Here Q = (2, i) = nw(Qk) and R = (2, -$) = n,(Rk). 
The only regular polygon B with symmetry group W is the equilateral 
triangle. It has symbol 2{3} 2 as a regular polygon, and 3, as a configura- 
tion. For k = 1, 2, 3 let A, be the vertices and let L, be the lines of 8. Label 
the lines L, so that A, $ Lk. The Levi graph of B is a hexagon with vertex 
set A, u Lk, and edges representing incidence. Thus Tw is a geometric 
realization of K(B). Imbed B in V by sending Ak to Qk. Let Ok be the 
centroid of L,. Then B(B) is the barycentric subdivision of this triangle 
with vertex set Qk u Ok. Radial projection from the origin maps Ok to R, 
and the complex B(9) homeomorphically onto Tw. 
Various sets of matrices are given in the literature for the reflection 
representation of G. Shephard and Todd [19] provide a unitary represen- 
tation using Klein’s matrices. Coxeter [3, p. 881 gives different matrices. 
We shall use the representation found by Koster [7]. With 5 = exp(2ni/12) 
his generating reflections are 
(‘,’ ‘J (e!’ ;>. 
With this choice the reflection arrangement J&‘(G) is defined by 
Q(G) = (x1 - 3 x,,tfi XI -XZ)(XI - &)(~xI - 4. 
We choose 
fP= w/3 x,x2(x;+x;)-x:x;. 
FIG. 1. f,cF,. 
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Direct calculation shows that an invariant of degree 6 is determined up to 
a constant. We have chosen a basic set g!w = {fr, f,“} above. In order to 
satisfy (3.4) this constant is determined up to sign. We choose 
fy=$+2fi x:x2 + 5x+; - 5x$l$ + 2 4 x,x; -x;,. 
The Milnor fiber FG = (fb) -’ (1) is a Riemann surface of genus 3 with 
4 points removed. Next we construct the complex Tc c FG. Let S = p(Q) = 
(1, ~)EE~ and T=p(R)=(l, -$)EE~. Then /i,= {tS+(l -t)Tlt~ 
[0, l] }. Since S and T lie on the discriminant, their lifts are on reflecting 
lines. In this example every reflecting line is fixed by a cyclic group of 
order 3. Thus both S and T have 8 lifts. For k = 1, . . . . 8 let Sk be 
(-6 l), (6 l), (i&h, ($3 11, 
(i, -l), (-i, -1),(-i, -i$), (-3, -1). 
For k = 1, . . . . 8 let Tk be 
(-1, -4, t-1, 4, (1, $1, (ia, 4, 
(l,i), (1, -i), (-1, -fi), (-id, -i). 
They are ordered so that Sk and Tk lie on the same reflecting line for all 
k, and that S, and S,, or T, and T,, lie on the same reflecting line if 
k = n mod 4. The Riemann surface F, has a triangulation with hyperbolic 
triangles (z/3, 7r/3, 7c/6) whose vertices are Sk, T,, and the four “missing” 
points. In this triangulation the action of G is simplicial, generated by rota- 
tions by 2~13 about Sk and T,. As fundamental domain we may take two 
hyperbolic triangles with one common S, T-side. In one triangle we include 
the remaining two sides, in the other we do not. In the orbit space E, these 
triangles become the two half-planes in the affine line P,. With this 
notation we may represent F, as the identification space obtained from 
four punctured disks. Their boundaries are identified as indicated. The 
l-complex obtained from the boundaries after identification is the Milnor 
fiber complex r,. The deformation retraction QG is radial projection in 
each punctured disk, see Fig. 2. 
The only regular complex polygon 9 with symmetry group G is 3 { 3) 3, 
which is the Mobius-Kantor configuration 8, ; see [3, p. 473. For 1 d k G 8 
let A, be the vertices and let L, be the lines of 9. Label the lines L, so that 
the incidences are in the following order: 
782 813 124 235 346 457 568 671. 
Coxeter assigned a real l-complex C(9) to 9’. The vertices of C(P) are 
the vertices of 9. A line L, of B is represented by a equilateral triangle 
connecting the three vertices in L, [3, Fig. 4.2A]; see Fig. 3. 
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FIG. 2. rG c FG 
The Levi graph of CP, K(B) appears in [4, p. 1241; see Fig. 3. It is easy 
to see directly that rG is another geometric realization of K(P). Imbed 9’ 
in V by sending Ak to Sk. Then the lines L, are defined by 
e7x1 + <‘xz = 1, {5x, + pox2 = 1, x*= 1, x,=i, 
lx1 + px, = 1, yxl + C”x, = 1, x2= -1, x1= -i. 
Let Ok be the centroid of Lk and connect Ok with the vertices in Lk. This 
is the complex B(B). Then B(B) is a simplicial complex. Radial projection 
from the origin maps Ok to Tk and the complex B(B) homeomorphically 
onto Tc. 
FIG. 3. C(9) and K(B). 
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